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Abstract— In Japan, when a disaster occurs, victims and
local governments use a social network service such as
Twitter as a means of information transmission. Therefore,
in this study, we attempted to extract information from data
contained in the posted tweets during a disaster. To this
end, we implemented visualization using correspondence
analysis. When a disaster occurs, many people tweet; consequently, the volume of tweet data becomes large and the
computational cost increases. Owing to this problem, we
decided upon the type of information to be extracted and
the related keywords to be set for ﬁltering the information.
Thereby, only the tweet data including a particular keyword
were analyzed. Moreover, we considered the trend of information from Twitter with regard to the time zone. In this
study, we use tweet data to explain the aftermath of the
April 2016 Kumamoto earthquake, whose epicenter was in
the Kumamoto prefecture.
Keywords: Twitter, ɹ Extraction of the information, Text mining,
Data ɹ visualization, Correspondence analysis

1. Introduction
In recent years, many natural disasters such as earthquakes
and ﬂoods have occurred in Japan. The Great East Japan
Earthquake, which occurred in March 2011, is the most serious recent disaster. In this earthquake, extensive damage was
caused by earthquake and tsunami. This earthquake occurred
at 14:46(JST) on Friday, so many people were at a school,
working place and so on. During that time, many people
were forced to remain in evacuation shelters because transportation was disturbed or their residences had collapsed.
The victims were able to obtain information from radio,
television, and internet; however, they could not contact their
families because they were unable to use the phone. At that
time, social networking services (SNSs) such as Twitter were
used for transmitting information. Consequently, the lives
of many people were saved owing to the distribution of
information via Twitter. Because many people were trying to
contact their family members via phone calls, the phone lines
were overloaded and could not be effectively used; however,
internet could be used as usual. In natural disaster events
such as earthquakes or ﬂoods following an earthquake SNS
plays an active role in information transmission. Twitter has

a large number of users; therefore, it receives various types
of information. However, extracting useful information from
Twitter is difﬁcult because in the event of a disaster users
tweet concurrently. Thereby, useful tweets regarding the state
of the disaster become obscured. From the extensive tweet
data, if the useful information can be extracted without being
overlooked, disaster ʟs magnitude can be quickly assessed.
For example, vital information pertaining to a location
where a cliff is likely to collapse or a person who cannot
evacuate on its own can be promptly grasped. By utilizing
such information, loss of human life can be effectively
averted. Therefore, the utilization of Twitter data during
disasters is an active ﬁeld of study. For example, during
the disaster due to heavy snowfall in the San-in district, a
Twitter user called for information-sharing using the hash
tag ʠ #sanin_snow ʡ. There was also a case where a largescale disaster community was formed. Research is also being
conducted on classifying such Twitter data into weather
information, damage report, calling, and encouraging victims
to assess the disaster situation, reliability of information,
and user characteristics [1]. In addition, an application[2]
for sending accurate and useful information from Twitter
was developed. In this application, a hashtag such as ʠ #ฏ
௩ࢢࡂ (Hiratsuka city disaster) ʡ or ʠ #( ॿٹrescue) ʡ
as well as information on the current position and a code
representing the position information, called the UTM point,
were automatically inserted in the relevant tweets. ʠ #ฏ௩
ࢢࡂ (Hiratsuka city disaster) ʡ makes it easy to search
for tweets containing information pertinent to the damage
situation with regard to a speciﬁc city. Because the UTM
point is a coordinate system, which the SDF also uses,
it is useful in extracting the location where rescue efforts
need to be focused. By utilizing Twitter in the event of a
disaster, various types of information, relevant to the disaster, accumulate as tweet data. In this study, we attempted
to extract useful information from these tweet data. We
extracted information by visualizing tweet data using text
mining. Furthermore, we divided data according to tweet
date and time and examined the differences and the features
of the extracted information with regard to each time zone. In
this study, we use tweet data to explain the aftermath of the
April 2016 Kumamoto earthquake, which had its epicenter
in the Kumamoto prefecture.
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Table 1: Collected tweet data
Keywords
#( ॿٹrescue)
σϚ (false rumor)
( ॿٹrescue)
۽ຊ (Kumamoto)
 (earthquake)
౦ւେ (Tokai Univ.)
ආ (evacuation)
҆൱ (safety)
Total
After duplicate deletion

Number of Tweets
48,222
150,314
372,800
2,310,704
9,235,067
11,795
2,734,384
30,077
14,893,363
5,537,928

2. Collection of Tweet data
In this study, eight keywords (Tab. 1), such as ʠ 
(earthquake), ʡʠ ආ (evacuation), ʡʠ ҆൱ (safety), ʡʠ
( ॿٹrescue), ʡʠ #( ॿٹrescue), ʡʠ ۽ຊ (Kumamoto), ʡ
ʠ ౦ւେ (Tokai Univ.), ʡ and ʠ σϚ (false rumor) ʡ were
set; tweet data ɹ were then collected using the Twitter API.
The total amount of tweets collected was 14,893,363; when
duplicate data were excluded, 4,868,308 tweets remained.
The collected tweet data were tweeted during the period
from April 12, 2016 at 1:58 to April 21, 2016 at 14:20.

3. Extraction of Disaster situation information
It was not possible to extract useful information by
analyzing the collected tweet data because various types of
information were included in the data; moreover, information other than the desired information became noise. For
example, there were many automatic tweets of earthquake
bulletins because ʠ  (earthquake) ʡ was the keyword;
these tweets became noise. In addition, in the event of a
disaster, many people tweet; therefore, the amount of tweet
data becomes large. Consequently, the cost of computation increases; therefore, a high-spec computer is required.
Owing to this problem, we had to decide upon the type
information to be extracted and set keywords related to
the desired type of information. Thereby, only tweet data
including the keyword would be extracted for analysis. In
the Kumamoto earthquake, there were many reports from
mass media about the evacuation life in the car; therefore,
we extracted information relevant to evacuation life in the
car. In addition, to make the extraction of ﬁltered information
easier, re-tweet data were removed.

3.1 Extraction of information on evacuation life
in the car
Because evacuation life in the car was related to evacuation, we used the collected tweet data by setting ʠ evacuation ʡas the keyword. Then, we tried to extract information
by morphological and correspondence analyses. Text Mining
Studio (NTT DATA Mathematical Systems Inc.) was used
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Table 2: Keywords related to evacuation life in the car
Keywords
ं (car)
ंதധ (stay in the car)
றं (parking lot)
ंத (in the car)
ं (in the car)
ిं (train)
ं྆ (vehicle)
ंധ (stay in the car)
ंதധආ (evacuation of stay in the car)
றंෆ (parking shortage)
ࣗՈ༻ं (private car)
ࣗಈं (car)
ंආ (evacuation into the car)
ंආ (evacuation into the car)
ंੜ( ׆living in the car)
ंதආ (evacuation into the car)
றं (parking)
ຬं (The parking place is full.)
ंധ (stay in the car)
ंੜ( ׆living in the car)
ࣗಈं (in the car)
ආं (car of evacuees)
༻ं (car)
ंҠಈʢTo move the carʣ
ं( ػwait in the car)

for morphological analysis. Various words such as ʠ ं
(car), ʡʠ ं (in the car), ʡʠ ंதധ (stay in the car), ʡ
and ʠ றं (parking lot) ʡ could be thought of as words
pertaining to the evacuation life in the car. Because many of
these words contained the wordʠं (car), ʡtweets including
ʠ ं (car) ʡwere tabulated. Words (Tab. 2), which were considered to relate to evacuation life in the car from frequently
appearing words, were referred to as keywords. The tweet
data including the keyword were taken as the target data for
analysis. By doing this, it was possible to reduce the size
of data and to ﬁlter the extracted information to information
relevant to evacuation life in the car. Looking at the timeseries trend pertaining to the amount of this data (Fig. 1),
the number of tweets was large during the foreshock and the
main shock; moreover, the number of tweets was higher after
the main shock in the daytime, than it was in the day after the
foreshock. As shown in Table 3, information was extracted
every 6 hours after the foreshock; information was extracted
for each period and the change of information extracted in
the particular time zone was considered. In this study, the
co-occurrence matrices of nouns and adjectives were created
in each period and visualized using correspondence analysis;
relevant words were thus extracted. The nouns and adjectives
used each of the top 50 words; however, when frequently
appearing words were less than 50, all the words in that
part of speech were used. Figure 2 shows the visualization by
correspondence analysis in period no. 1. In this visualization,
words which tended to be included in the same tweet data
were displayed nearby, for example,ʠறं (parking lot), ʡ
ʠ ௧͍ (painful), ʡʠ றं (parking lot), ʡʠ ͍ (large), ʡ
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Table 3: Period
Period
No.
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6

Fig. 1: Time-series change of number of tweets including
ʠ ආ (evacuation) ʡ and keywords

No. 7
No. 8

ʠ ৺( ͍ڧencouraging), ʡandʠ ༳Ε (shaking). ʡFrom this,
we could not understand the meaning of ʠ றं (parking
lot) ʡandʠ ௧͍ (painful) ʡ; therefore, we decided to extract
the tweet data including ʠ றं (parking lot) ʡ and ʠ ௧
͍ (painful) ʡand to obtain information from tweets. A part
of tweet data including ʠ றं (parking lot) ʡ and ʠ ௧
͍ (painful) ʡ is shown in Table 4. By checking Twitter, it
was possible to extract information, from tweet data, about
people who evacuated by laying blue sheets in the parking
lot. Furthermore, because ʠ றं (parking lot) ʡ was also
close to ʠ ͍ (large), ʡ they tended to be included in the
same tweet. These extracted tweet data (Tab. 4) contained
enormous amount of tweets, whose content wasʠ I evacuated
to a large parking lot ʡ. This shows that there were many
people evacuating to a large parking lot by car. In period no.
6 (Fig. 3), ʠ ֎ (outside) ʡ and ʠ ( ͍פcold) ʡ tended to
be included in the same tweet. When the tweet data (Tab.
6) including these words were extracted, we were able to
conclude that people did not evacuate because they did not
have a car and that people changed their evacuation location,
from the evacuation shelter to a car, because of the cold.
Information regarding people who did not evacuate but were
still at home was also extracted in this period. Furthermore,
ʠ ༳Ε (shaking) ʡandʠ ͍ (long) ʡtended to be included
in the same tweet data. When these tweet data (Tab. 7)
were extracted, information regarding the individuals who
decided to evacuate was obtained. Because this was the
period after the main shock, these would be individuals who
did not evacuate when the foreshock occurred. In period no.
8 (Fig. 4), ʠ ૣ͍ (early) ʡ and ʠ ͦ͏ (Sou) ʡ tended to be
included in the same tweet data. Table 8 shows the tweets
including ʠ ૣ͍ (early) ʡ and ʠ ͦ͏ (Sou). ʡ These tweet
data contain information regarding the state of the afﬂicted

Period

Remarks column

From April 14, 2016 at
21:00(JST) to April 15, 2016
at 3:00(JST)
From April 15, 2016 at
3:00(JST) to April 15, 2016 at
9:00(JST)
From April 15, 2016 at
9:00(JST) to April 15, 2016 at
15:00(JST)
From April 15, 2016 at
15:00(JST) to April 15, 2016
at 21:00(JST)
From April 15, 2016 at
21:00(JST) to April 16, 2016
at 3:00(JST)
From April 16, 2016 at
3:00(JST) to April 16, 2016 at
9:00(JST)
From April 16, 2016 at
9:00(JST) to April 16, 2016 at
15:00(JST)
From April 16, 2016 at
15:00(JST) to April 16, 2016
at 21:00(JST)

The
foreshock
occurred on April 14,
2016 at 21:26(JST).

The main shock occurred on April 16,
2016 at 1:25(JST).

It will rain at night.

area conveyed by people not residing in the afﬂicted area.
Additionally, people not residing in the afﬂicted area tweeted
information from victims and requested relief for the victims.
Furthermore, ʠ ෩ (wind) ʡ and ʠ ( ͍ڧstrong) ʡ tended
to be included in the same tweet data. Table 9 shows the
tweet data including ʠ ෩ (wind) ʡ and ʠ ( ͍ڧstrong). ʡ
From these data, we concluded that there were people who
changed their evacuation location from a car to an evacuation
center and people who evacuated themselves. We were also
able to extract information with regard to people who were
evacuating in preparation for the night rain. By analyzing the
period separately in this manner, it was possible to extract
information particular to the time zone.

Table 4: Period no. 1 tweets including "றं (parking lot)"
and "௧͍ (painful)"
Tweet
@marira55 ΄ΜͱͩΑͶɺ໋͚ݒɻ ͩΜͩΜඃ͕໌ΔΈʹ
ͳ͖͍ͬͯͯͯ৺͕௧͍ɻӹொɺରԠେมͦ͏ͩΑͶɺආ
ॴͲ͜ͳͷ͔Βͳ͍͕றंʹϒϧʔγʔτͬͯɻ
ͳΜͰֶߍͷମҭ͔ͱؗ։͚ͳ͍ΜͩΖ͏ʜͳΜͰͣͬͱࢢ
ॴલਓϗʔϜͷறं͕ආॴͳΜͩΖ͏ʜެࢪڞઃΑΓ
ݸʑͷࣄஂۀͷ͕அૣ͍ͷ͔ʜ ΞεϑΝϧτ࠲ͬͯͨΒϏ
χʔϧγʔτͷ্Ͱ௧͍ΑͶɺɺ
ϒϧʔγʔτ͕ෑ͔ΕͨறंͰໟʹแ·ͬͯʜ͕ڳ௧͍Ͷ
͕Ӎ߱Γͦ͏ͳؾ͔ͩΒɺͰ͖Δ͚ͩૣͪ͘ΌΜͱͨ͠
ආॴ͕֬อ͞ΕΔࣄΛ͏ئ͔Γ https://t.co/WOpHtciBfd
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Fig. 2: Visualization by correspondence analysis of period no. 1

Fig. 3: Visualization by correspondence analysis of period no. 6
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Fig. 4: Visualization by correspondence analysis of period no. 8

Table 5: Period no. 1 tweets including "றं (parking lot)"
and "͍ (large)"

Table 7: Period no. 6 tweets including "༳Εʢshakingʣ"
and "͍ (long)"

Tweet
֎ͷ͍றंʹආͯ͠Δͳ͏
͍றंʹආதɻ·ͩ༳Ε͕ͯΔɻ
@marucat1119 ͋Γ͕ͱʔʂ
ʂ
ʂo(T ˘ T)o ͍͓ͪɺ೦ͷͨΊ
͍றंʹආ͠ΑΔ (T_T) ͦ͜Ͱຓͱ߹ྲྀ༧ఆˤ
@karagirl625 ਖ਼͍ͬͰ͢ɻ୨ͷͷશ෦མͪ·ͨ͠ʜw
ݯ͔ΒΊͪΌۙͳΜͰ͍றंʹආͯ͠·͢ʂ
ҰԠۙ͘ͷ͓ళͷ͍றंʹՈΈΜͳͰंͰආͯ͠·͢
ˤ ( ˤ ˃ ˤˤ ˤ ˃ ) ˤ Ϛϯγϣϯ࠷্֊͔ͩΒԿ͔͔͋ͬͯ
Β͡Ό͍͔ΒͶ
@umeshiho ࠓɺ్ؼதͳΜ͚ͩͲർΕ͔ͨΒ͍றंʹ
͍Δɻආͯ͠Δਓ͍ͬͺ͍ɻͰૣ͓͘νؼΓ͍ͨ
৬ͷறं͕ͯͨ͘͘͞Μͷਓ͕ंͰආ͖ͯͯ͠·͢ɻ
ࢲͦ͜ʹ͍·͢ɻେৎɻ

Tweet
৸ͯͨΒࡢΑΓܹ͍ͯ͘͠༳Εɻఀిͯ͠ࠓ֎ਅͬ
҉ͳ··ɻۙ͘ͷεγϩʔͷறं͕͍͔Βආதɻ΄Μͱ
ʹා͍ɻ
@misepsycho ΈͤͤΜ͞Μɺ͝৺ຊʹ͋Γ͕ͱ͏͍͟͝·
ͨ͠ɻલճΑΓࠅ͍͘༳ΕͰɺंʹආͯ͠Λ໌͔͠·
ͨ͠ɻ͓Ͱ͚ͩͪ࣋ؾɺ͘͢͝ٹΘΕ·ͨ͠ʜʂ
ंதധͯͬ͠ͱ͕໌͚ͨɻ ࡢͷ༳Ε͘͘ڧා͔ͬ
ͨʜ ͏ՈͷதʹډΔͷ͕ාա͗ͯ ࠓ͔ΒՈͷঢ়ͯݟگආ
ॴߦ͜͏ͱ

Table 6: Period no. 6 tweets including "֎ (outside)" and "
( ͍פcold)"
Tweet
ंͬͯͳ͍͔Βආ͠Α͏ʹ༐ ͍ͳ͕ؾҰͭͰ֎ͰΔ
ͷ͍פͷͰ͖͍ͭͷ͕ຊԻ
ආॴͷதֶߍݴͱͩݥةΘΕͨɻγϣοϐϯάϞʔϧͷ
றं͕Ұ࣌ආॴͩͱݴΘΕ͚ͨͲɺ֎͍͠פ෦Ͱ৸Δ
͕͢͞ʹ֎Ͱͷආ͍פͷͰɺҰ୴ΞύʔτʹΓɺं͕ಈ
͔ͤΔͷΛ֬ೝɻͦͷ··ཾాதֶߍʹආॴΛҠಈ͠·͠
ͨɻ

4. Conclusion
In this study, tweets containing useful information were
extracted by analyzing the words included in the same tweet
by visualization using correspondence analysis. Because
many people tweet concurrently during a disaster, enormous
amount of relevant information accumulates on Twitter;
therefore, it is difﬁcult to extract the target information from
the mixed information. However, by narrowing down on the
data and setting ɹ relevant keywords for the same, it was
easier to extract the desired information. Furthermore, it was
possible to extract speciﬁc information related to the events
before and after the disaster in that time zone by segmenting
the time period to be analyzed.
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Table 8: Period no. 8 tweets including "ૣ͍ (early)" and "
ͦ͏ (Sou)"
Tweet
۽ຊͷࢁதֶߍʹ༑ୡͱখ 2 ͷଉࢠ͕܅ආ͍ͯ͠·͢ɻं
ੜ׆Λ༨ّͳ͘͞ΕΔͦ͏Ͱ͢ɻ ৯ɺҿΈΛങ͏ͱ͜
Ζ͕ͳ͘ɺେͷํ͕ҿ·ͣ৯ΘͣͰࠔ͍ͬͯΔͦ͏Ͱ͢ɻ Ͳ
͏͔ɺগ͠Ͱૣ͍ࢿͷԉॿΛ͓͢·͍͠ئɻ
ҙࣝతʹࣗॗ͍ͯ͠ΔΘ͚Ͱͳ͍ͷͰ͕͢ʜͱͯͦΜͳؾ
ʹͳΕͳ͍ɺͱ͍͏͕͋ͪ࣋ؾΓු্Ͱ͖·ͤΜ ࢲͷɺ
࠷ඃ͕େ͖͍ͱ͞ΕΔӹொͷ͙͢ྡͷ۠ʹ͍·͢ ආ
ॴ͍ͬͺ͍Ͱɺݘೣ͍Δঢ়گͷͨΊंͰੜ͍ͯ͠׆Δ
ͦ͏Ͱ͢ Ͳ͏͔ૣ͘ฏԺΛऔΓͤ·͢Α͏ʹ
۽ຊͷ༑ୡ͕ࠔͬͯ·͢ Կͯ͋͛͠ΒΕͳ͍ɾ
ɾ
ɾɻ ࢦఆආ
ॴ͔Β͋;Ε ໔ڐηϯλʔͷறंʹආͯ͠·͢ ࢿ
͕ಧ͔ͳ͍ͦ͏Ͱ͢ গ͠Ͱૣ͘ରԠ͢·͍ئʂ
@a_km_2 ͦ͏ͳΜΑͶ ( ɹ
˄ ɾТɾ
ʆ ) γϣϘʔϯ ૣ͘༨མ
ͪண͘ͱ͍͍ΑͶʂ
ʂ ͏ͪͷैܑఋͷ͓ͪΌΜͷ࣮Ո͕۽ຊ
Ͱఋ͞Μආͯ͠ΔΜ͚ͩͲආॴ͕Կॲ͍ͬͺ͍Βͯ͘͠
ंͰ৸ധΓͯ͠Δͬͯͯͬͨͯͬݴฉ͍ͨΑʂ
ʂ

Table 9: Period no. 8 tweets including "෩ (wind)" and "ڧ
͍ (strong)"
Tweet
෩ ͖ͨͯͬ͠ͳ͘ڧӍ͖߱ͬͯͨͷͰ ۙ͘ͷறं͡Ό
ͬͺා͍Ͷͬͯ͜ͱͰ খֶߍʹආͯ͠དྷ·ͨ͠ʔ ମҭؗ
ͷத͍ͬͺ͍ͰೖΕͳ͍͔Β ंͷத
@jiyongsarage88 ෩͍ڧͷ͕ڪා͗͢Δࠓ ٽɺආ͢Δ४උ
ͨ͠ʂंʹ٧ΊͨΑʂ
·͕ͨ͘Δɺࠓ෩͍͠ڧӍ߱Δͬͯා͗͢Δɻͻͱ·
ͣՈͰಓͷӺʹंͰආͯ͠Δ͚ͲɺͪΌΜͱͨ͠ආॴ͕
͍͍ͷ͔ͳɻආॴͷݐ͕յΕͳ͍͔৺ɻͲ͏͠Α͏ɻɻ
ߴઐʹආɻ ंʹ͍Δ͚Ͳ෩͕ͪ࣋ؾͯ͗͢ڧѱ͍ɻ ମҭؗ
͍͜͏͔ͳ
@caori_co Ӎɺҙ֎ͱ͍߱ΓͰ͢Ͷɻ෩͘ͳ͍Ͱ͔͢ʁ
ࠓࢲ͚ͩආॴͷறंʹ͍·͢ɻࢲͷॅΜͰΔҬ
่࠭ΕݥةҬͰ͕͢͞ʹ͔ͨͬڧͷͰɻͨͩͱݘͯ͠
͖ͨͷͰ৺Ͱ͢ɻҰਓ΅ͬͪɻԿࣄͳ͍Α͏ʹ͢·ͯͬف
ͱΓ͋͑ͣதֶߍͷάϥϯυʹආͯ͠Δʜମҭؗਓ͍ͬͺ
͍Β͍͔͠ΒंʹʂͰ෩͕͕ंͯ͘ڧ༨Ͱ༳ΕͯΔͷ͔
෩ͳͷ͔Θ͔Βͳ͍ʜ
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